
Liceo Artistico “Duccio di Buoninsegna” -  A.S. 2018/19 

Programma svolto di lingua e cultura inglese – Classe I A  

Dal testo “Venture” volume 1 - Inclusive English 

 

Student's Book, Starter Lessons A,B,C,D,E,F (pp.10-29) 

 

UNIT 1 My music - Free time 

Vocabulary:  Music - Adjectives of opinion 

Grammar: present simple: like, listen to - Object pronouns 

Functions: Expressing likes and dislikes - Agreeing and disagreeing 

Venture into culture: Top of the Pops? 

 

UNIT 2 Daily routine - Sports 

Vocabulary:  Daily routine - days of the week and seasons - Sports - play, do, go. 

Grammar: Present simple of all verbs - prepositions of time: at, in on - expressions and  

adverbs of frequency. 

Functions: Telling the time - Talking about daily routine / sports 

Venture into culture: Tom Daley, British champion 

 

UNIT 3 Abilities - Describing people 

Vocabulary:  Abilities - Personality - The body and physical description 

Grammar: modal verb can ability - both, neither 

Functions: Talking about abilities - Describing people 

Venture into culture: James Bond, an icon of British fiction and film 

 

UNIT 4 Everyday activities - Dream jobs 

Vocabulary:  Everyday activities - jobs 

Grammar: present continuous - present continuous  vs present simple - Dynamic and stative verbs 

Functions: talking about actions happening now - talking about permanent and temporary activities 

 

UNIT 5 Outdoor activities - Suggestions 

Vocabulary:  Outdoor activities - Entertainment with go 

Grammar: present continuous: future - would like to, want to  

Functions: Talking about future arrangements - asking for, making, accepting and rejecting 

suggestions - Venture into culture: Gap years 

 

UNIT 6 My room - Getting around 

Vocabulary:  Rooms and furniture - Shops and places in a town 

Grammar: some, any, there is, there are  - prepositions and adverbs of movements 

Functions: Talking about your house - asking for and giving directions 

Venture into culture: welcome to Liverpool, a capital of culture 

 

UNIT 7 Food and drink - Eating out 

Vocabulary:  Food and drink - Quantities and containers 

Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns - Qualifiers - Whose..? possessive pronouns 

Functions: talking about food and drink - Requesting and offering - Prices 

Venture into culture: Wimbledon, a food lover's paradise 

 

UNIT 8 What's on - Famous stars  

Vocabulary:  Adjectives of opinions - film and TV 



Grammar: past simple : be, be born - past time expressions - adjectives ending in: ing, ed 

Functions: talking about films and TV programmes - Giving opinions - talking about the past 

Venture into culture: Master of suspense 

 

UNIT 9 A spooky story - Party time 

Vocabulary:  Irregular verbs - Parties and festivals 

Grammar: past simple : affirmative and negative; interrogative and short answers - verbs and 

prepositions in questions 

Functions: Describing event in the past  
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